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1 Example 

Sections 2 to 5 of this paper examines the CGT and CAT implications of a number of options that were 

included in the Progress Paper Capital Taxes Recommendations, circulated to the Commission on 20 

May 2022. 

This paper takes a base example included in the original paper and provides a more in depth analysis 

of the implications of the introduction of a number of proposals relating to the taxation of capital gains 

on or subsequent to death. 

For simplicity purposes, the example assumes no fees or expenses apply. It is noted that the 

introduction of CGT on death may bring the current deductibility of certain expenses for CAT purposes, 

such as funeral costs, into question, as these are expenses of the Estate – however, the impacts of 

such costs are assumed to be immaterial proportionate to the value of some larger capital assets that 

may pass on death.  

Example 

Jimmy Sr. dies on 1 April 2022 and leaves his entire estate, comprising of an asset worth €250,000 

and cash of €10,000 to his daughter Sharon. Jimmy Sr. originally bought the asset in in November 

1975 for £20,000 (€25,400). 

 

2 Current Approach 

 

2.1 CGT on death 
On Jimmy’s death, no CGT arises in respect of the unrealised capital gains on the asset, as no disposal 

is deemed to arise on death.  

 

2.2 CAT on Inheritance 
Sharon is required to pay CAT on this inheritance.  

Her tax liability would be calculated as follows: 

Market Value of Asset   €250,0001 

Cash Inheritance   €  10,000 

Taxable Value    €260,000 

                                                           
1 No Stamp Duty arises on transfers at death. 
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2.2.1 If full Group threshold available 

Assuming Sharon has never received a gift or inheritance from her parents previously, she can use her 

full group A threshold to reduce the taxable amount to €NIL (€260,000 ≤ €335,000). In this instance, 

no CAT would arise on the inheritance of the asset. 

Total CGT and CAT arising on inheritance if full Group A threshold available: €NIL 

 

2.2.2 If no Group threshold available 

If Sharon had previously depleted her Group A threshold, CAT of €85,800 (€260,000 x 33%) would 

arise. 

Total CGT and CAT arising on inheritance of €260,000 inheritance if no Group A threshold available: 

€85,800 

(CGT NIL + CAT €85,800) 

 

2.3 Future sale by beneficiary 
Sharon sells the asset 1 year later for its then market value €275,000.  

Under current CGT rules, Sharon’s base cost for future disposals is the market value at the date of 

Jimmy Sr.’s death.  

If Sharon sells the asset in 2023 at its then market value of €275,000, step up rules apply and her 

gain would be calculated as follows: 

Market Value     €275,000 

Base Cost     (€250,000) 

Gain      €25,000 

Annual Exemption    (€1,270) 

Taxable Amount    €23,730 

CGT @ 33%      €7,831 

The disposal of this asset is completely separate from the inheritance event the year prior. As such 

there is no consideration of the same event credit in this example.  
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3 Option 1: Apply CGT on Death 

3.1 CGT on death 
If CGT applied to the deemed disposal of the asset by Jimmy Sr. on his death, tax on the disposal of 

the asset would be calculated as follows: 

Market Value of Asset    €250,000 

Cost   €25,400 x 6.08   (€154,432) 

Gain        €95,568 

Annual Exemption      (€1,270) 

Chargeable Gain      €94,298 

Tax @ 33%       €31,118 

The tax due on the asset is greater than the value of the cash in the Estate. The implications of this are 

discussed further in 3.4.2. 

 

3.2 CAT on Inheritance 
This section sets out how Sharon’s CAT liability could be affected by CGT on death. 

The following assumptions have been made: 

 The CGT liability will effectively transfer to the beneficiary i.e. the assets within the estate will 

not be disposed to cover the CGT due. 

 The same event credit will continue to be available. 

 

3.2.1 If full Group threshold available 

If Sharon never received a gift or inheritance from her parents previously, she will use her full group 

A threshold to reduce her CATable amount to NIL.  

As no CAT is due, there is no question as to whether a same event credit should arise or not.  

CGT on death          €31,118 

CAT arising on inheritance if full Group A threshold available (See 2.2.1)  €NIL 

Total CAT and CGT         €31,118 

The overall tax liability is €31,118 higher than the amount that would currently be due, if a full Group 

A threshold is available. 
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3.2.2 If no Group threshold available 

If Sharon had previously depleted her Group A threshold, CAT of €85,800 (€260,000 x 33%) would 

arise. The same event credit will reduce her CAT liability by €31,118 (being the CGT arising on Jimmy 

Sr’s death). 

CGT on death          €31,118 

CAT arising on inheritance if no Group A threshold available     

(€85,800 (Calculated in 2.2.2) less same event credit of €31,118)   €54,682 

Total CAT and CGT         €85,800 

This is the same overall tax liability that currently arises, if no Group A threshold is available. 

 

3.3 Future sale by beneficiary 
Step-up rules would continue to apply. 

Sharon sells the asset 1 year later for its then market value €275,000.  

Under step-up rules, Sharon’s base cost for future disposals is the market value at the date of Jimmy 

Sr.’s death.  

If Sharon sells the asset in 2023 at its then market value of €275,000, step up rules apply and her 

gain would be calculated as follows: 

Market Value     €275,000 

Base Cost     (€250,000) 

Gain      €25,000 

Annual Exemption    (€1,270) 

Taxable Amount    €23,730 

CGT @ 33%      €7,831 

The disposal of this asset is completely separate from the inheritance event the year prior. As such 

there is no consideration of the same event credit in this example.  
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3.4 Further considerations relating to CGT on death option 
 

3.4.1 Capital Losses arising on death 

A further consideration if CGT on death is implemented is the treatment of any capital losses arising 

on that death. The below example illustrates: 

Example 

Kaspar inherited a statue worth €60,000 from his father Peter on 1 March 2022.  

Peter had originally acquired the statue on 26 May 1999 for £100,000 (i.e. €127,000). 

 
If CGT on death applied, a loss would arise, calculated as follows: 

Market Value   €60,000 

Cost    (€127,000)2 

Loss    (€67,000) 

Options which policymakers may consider for managing this loss include: 

1. The loss expires with the Estate and is not transferrable to any beneficiary. 

2. The loss is inherited by the beneficiaries in proportion to the value of the bequests made to 

them. This loss could be restricted for use only against gains arising on the future sale of the 

inherited assets which generated the loss. 

3. The loss could be carried back against the capital gains of the deceased incurred in previous 

years3, in which case any refund arising could form part of the assets of the estate and be 

transferred to the beneficiaries? 

 

3.4.2 Tax due on the asset is greater than amount of cash in the Estate 

In scenarios where the tax due on the asset is greater than the amount of cash in the Estate, 

consideration will have to be given as to how the liability will be paid. 

Options which policymakers may consider include: 

1. The estate selling the asset to cover the CGT due, with any remaining funds being distributed 

to the beneficiary. 

                                                           
2 Indexation relief is not available in scenarios where it would increase a capital loss 
3 Under current CGT rules, losses realised on disposals in the year of death can be carried back for offset against gains of 
the individual from the previous three years. 
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2. The CGT liability being effectively transferred to the beneficiaries to pay at a level 

proportionate to their inheritance4. 

3. Using the cash in the estate to offset against the liability due – which may have implications 

if there are multiple beneficiaries. 

Measures 1 or 3 would result in inheritances (and associated CAT liabilities) being reduced to cover 

any CGT arising on death.  

Additionally, scenarios may arise where the asset, if it had been transferred directly to the beneficiary, 

would have qualified for a CAT relief, such as the dwelling house exemption or Business/Agricultural 

Relief. However if the asset was sold in order to fund the CGT liability, the net cash proceeds would 

be transferred instead. In the absence of further consideration of this matter, the beneficiary could 

now liable to a CAT liability on the cash sum instead (as well as losing the inheritance of the family 

home/business/farm). 

 

 

                                                           
4 This would have implications for payment and filing dates. 
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4 Option 2: Adjust base costs on capital assets transferred on 

death – inherited base cost option  

This was referred to as recommendation 1(b)(i) in the Capital Taxes Recommendations paper 

circulated on 20 May. 

 

4.1 CGT treatment at date of death 
Under this option, no CGT arises on Jimmy’s death – rather Sharon acquires her father’s 

base/acquisition costs for CGT purposes (rather than acquiring the assets at market value at the date 

of death). Such an approach would, in effect, transfer Jimmy’s unrealised gains to Sharon and defer 

any chargeable gain arising from Jimmy’s death to such time as Sharon chooses to dispose of the asset.  

 

4.2 CAT on Inheritance 
Sharon is required to pay CAT on her inheritance in the same manner set out in Section 2.2.  

 If her full Group A threshold is available, her CAT liability is nil.  

 If her Group A threshold is not available, her CAT liability is €85,800. 

 

4.3 Future sale by beneficiary 

 
4.3.1 Beneficiary had full use of relationship threshold on inheritance 

 
This scenario illustrates the tax implications of:  

 Sharon inheriting an asset from her father. 

 Sharon sheltering any CAT due on that asset in full using her Group A relationship threshold. 

 Sharon inheriting her father’s original base cost (from November 1975) for any future disposal. 
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If Sharon inherits her father’s base cost and sells the asset in 2023 at its then market value of 

€275,000, her gain would be calculated as follows: 

Market Value     €275,000 

Base Cost (€25,400 x 6.08)  (€154,432) 

CAT Previously Paid  (€NIL)5  

Gain        €120,568 

Annual Exemption      (€1,270) 

Chargeable Gain      €119,298 

Tax @ 33%       €39,368 

 

4.3.2 Beneficiary could not use relationship thresholds on inheritance 

 
This scenario illustrates the tax implications of:  

 Sharon inheriting an asset from her father. 

 Sharon being unable to shelter any CAT due on that asset as her Group A relationship 

threshold was fully depleted. 

 Sharon inheriting her father’s original base cost (from November 1975) for any future disposal. 

 

If Sharon inherits her father’s base cost and sells the asset in 2023 at its then market value of 

€275,000, her gain would be calculated as follows: 

Market Value     €275,000 

Base Cost (€25,400 x 6.08)  (€154,432) 

CAT Previously Paid  (€85,800)6  

Gain      €34,768 

Annual Exemption    (€1,270) 

Chargeable Gain    €33,498 

Tax @ 33%     €11,054 

                                                           
5 Whether CAT paid (where applicable) should be allowable as a deduction in this instance may require further 
consideration. The amount has been included here on the basis that CAT had to be incurred in order for the asset to be 
acquired by the disposer (similar to the stamp duty deductions that may allowable when calculating capital acquisitions tax 
or capital gains tax). This application would not make sense in a step up scenario as the base cost has (generally) already 
been uplifted in a manner that would capture this amount. 
6 Further to Footnote 4 above, if CAT was not deductible in this instance, CGT due would be €39,368 
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5 Option 3: Adjust base costs on capital assets transferred on 

death – actual base/acquisition cost option  

This was referred to as recommendation 1(b)(ii) in the Capital Taxes Recommendations paper 

circulated on 20 May. 

 

5.1 CGT treatment at date of death 
Under this option, no CGT arises on Jimmy’s death – rather Sharon is treated as having received an 

asset for the actual cost incurred by her, which in practice is often minimal. In which case the value of 

the tax free benefit received by Sharon should be captured by taxing both the receipt of the benefit 

and its uplift in value (with an allowance for any acquisition costs, including CAT paid, incurred). 

 

5.2 CAT on Inheritance 
Sharon is required to pay CAT on her inheritance. In the same manner set out in Section 2.2. 

 If her full Group A threshold is available, her CAT liability is nil.  

 If her Group A threshold is not available, her CAT liability is €85,800.   

 

5.3 Future sale by beneficiary 

 
5.3.1 Beneficiary had full use of relationship threshold on inheritance 

 
This scenario illustrates the tax implications of:  

 Sharon inheriting an asset from her father. 

 Sharon sheltering any CAT due on that asset in full using her Group A relationship threshold. 

 Sharon’s base cost representing actual costs incurred by her in acquiring the asset. 

If Sharon’s base cost is equal to the actual costs incurred by her in acquiring the asset and she sells 

the asset in 2023 at its then market value of €275,000, her gain would be calculated as follows: 

Market Value     €275,000 

Acquisition Costs: 

CAT Previously Paid  (€NIL) 

Gain      €275,000 

Annual Exemption    (€1,270) 
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Chargeable Gain    €273,730 

Tax @ 33%     €90,331 

 

5.3.2 Beneficiary could not use relationship thresholds on inheritance 

This scenario illustrates the tax implications of  

 Sharon inheriting an asset from her father. 

 Sharon being unable to shelter any CAT due on that asset as her Group A relationship 

threshold was fully depleted. 

 Sharon’s base cost representing actual costs incurred by her in acquiring the asset. 

 

If Sharon’s base cost is equal to the actual costs incurred by her in acquiring the asset and she sells 

the asset in 2023 at its then market value of €275,000, her gain would be calculated as follows: 

Market Value     €275,000 

Acquisition Costs: 

CAT Previously Paid  (€85,800) 

Gain      €189,200 

Annual Exemption    (€1,270) 

Chargeable Gain    €187,930 

Tax @ 33%     €62,017 
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6 Capital Proposals Relating to Gains at Death – Summary tables 

of main example 

6.1 CGT on death option compared to current position 
 

 Tax Impact 

Option 1: 
CGT on Death 

CGT on death 
No Change to Beneficiary 

Base Cost 

Current Rules 

 Full Group A No Group A Full Group A No Group A 

Death of 
Jimmy Sr 

CGT: €31,118 CGT: €31,118 CGT: €NIL CGT: €NIL 

Inheritance 
by Sharon 

CAT: €Nil CAT: €54,682 CAT: €Nil CAT: €85,800 

Future Sale 
by Sharon  
(Gain of 
€25,000) 

CGT: €7,831 CGT: €7,831 CGT: €7,831 CGT: €7,831 

Total CAT 
and CGT 

€38,949 €93,631 €7,831 €93,631 

 

6.2 Base cost options compared to current position 
 

 Tax Impact 

Option 2: 
Base Cost 
Adjustments 

No CGT on Death 
Beneficiary Inherits Base Cost 

No  CGT on death 
Beneficiary must use Actual 
costs incurred as Base Cost 

Current Rules 

 Full Group A No Group A Full Group A No Group A Full Group A No Group A 

Death of 
Jimmy Sr 

CGT: €NIL CGT: €NIL CGT: €NIL CGT: €NIL CGT: €NIL CGT: €NIL 

Inheritance 
by Sharon 

CAT: €Nil CAT: €85,800 CAT: €Nil CAT: €85,800 CAT: €Nil CAT: €85,800 

Future Sale 
by Sharon  
(Gain of 
€25,000) 

CGT: €39,368 CGT: €11,0547 CGT: €90,331 CGT: €62,017 CGT: €7,831 CGT: €7,831 

Total CAT 
and CGT 

€39,368 €96,854 €90,331 €147,817 €7,831 €93,631 

 

                                                           
7 Please refer to footnote 5 for an alternate approach to this CGT calculation. If CGT on this future sale was calculated to be 
€39,368 rather than €11,054, total CAT and CGT due in this scenario would increase from €96,854 to €125,168. 


